Deciphering the molecular structure of cryptolepain in organic solvents.
Solvent composition plays a major role in stabilizing/destabilizing the forces that are responsible for the native structure of a protein. Often, the solvent composition drives the protein into non-native conformations. Elucidation of such non-native structures provides valuable information about the molecular structure of the protein, which is unavailable otherwise. Inclusion of methanol (non-fluorinated alcohol) or TFE (fluorinated alcohol) in the solvent composition drove cryptolepain, a serine protease and an all-β-protein, into a non-native structure with an enhanced β-sheet or induction of α-helix. These solvents did not much affect cryptolepain under neutral conditions, even at higher concentrations, but the effects were predominant at lower pH, when the protein molecule is under stress. The organic solvent-induced state is partially unfolded with similar characteristics to the molten globule state seen with protein under a variety of conditions. Chemical- or temperature-induced unfolding of cryptolepain in the presence of organic solvent is distinctly different from that in the absence of organic solvent. Such different unfolding provided evidence of two structural variants in the molecular structure of the protein as well as the differential stabilization/destabilization of such structural variants and their sequential unfolding.